
Optional service: Signup required

Call internationally up to 750 minutes a month 
from au (in Japan) to specific countries and regions!★1

au International Calling FLAT

※Maximum length of 15 minutes per call (up to 50 calls per month)

【About calls】★1: ※With the au International Calling Service, each month up to 50 of 15-minute-or-less calls made from Japan beginning with 010 to specific countries and 
regions will be free of charge. From the 51st call, an additional call charge of 300 yen per call will be incurred. Regardless of the number of calls, any call exceeding 15 minutes 
will be subject to an additional charge of 20 yen per 30 seconds after 15 minutes have elapsed. ※This free call option does not apply to calls made from overseas, SMS 
(C-mail), calls to satellite phones and satellite maritime phones, and calls to specific phone numbers specified by KDDI. There may be other instances in which this free call 
option does not apply. ※Calls not covered by this free call option will be charged according to the relevant service rules (calls to satellite vessel phones will be charged at a rate 
of 50 yen per 30 seconds). ★2: You may dial 005345 instead of 010. ※The number of calls made will be calculated based on Japan time. Calls that carry over into the following 
month (Japan time) will be counted as having been made during the month in which the call ended. ※If the line is transferred or succeeded, the number of calls made will be 
carried over. ※The number of calls and other aspects of the usage status can be checked on My au or by calling the Customer Support Center (up to the previous day’s usage). 
※au International Calling Service limits monthly usage (at 30,000 yen). Usage will be stopped the moment that KDDI confirms that the charges have exceeded the 30,000-yen 
limit (the flat-rate fee and additional call charge of this option are not included in the call charge limit). Service usage may also be temporarily suspended until payment of said 
call charges has been confirmed. ※If you sign up for this option while signed up for the “Discount service of 001 international calls such as mobile talk,” “Discount service of 
001 international calls such as mobile talk” will automatically be cancelled at the end of the month or by the beginning of the following month. Until such automatic cancellation 
takes place, conventional calls beginning with 001010 and so forth will incur charges even if they are 15 minutes or less, so please change the calls to au International Calling 
Service by dialing 010 first. ※Calls to countries and regions may not connect depending on the facilities and situation of the local provider.
【How fees are applied】※Fees apply from the month following the month you sign up. If you cancel an optional service or cancel your subscription in the middle of the month, 
the fee will not be prorated, and the flat-rate fee will be incurred. ※If this optional service is terminated in the middle of the month, including but not limited to the reason of 
changing to a non-included Flat-rate Data service, flat-rate calls will be permitted only while said Flat-rate Data service is applied. ※Consumption tax will not be added to the 
charges for international services.

Number of calls
per month

Call duration / frequency

Up to 50 calls Free

Additional call charge of 300 yen/call
+20 yen/30 seconds

15 minutes or less More than 15 minutes

From the 51st call

■ Eligible countries....China (excluding Macau), the Philippines, South Korea, Thailand, Taiwan, Vietnam, 
Hong Kong, Malaysia, India, Nepal, Brazil, Peru, U.S. mainland (excluding Alaska), 
Canada, Mexico, Hawaii, Guam, the United Kingdom, Austria, the Netherlands, Norway, 
Portugal, Sweden

■ Eligibility.........au Smartphone and au mobile phones

■ Flat-rate fee....980 yen/month: If you are using “Unlimited Data MAX Plan 5G ALL STAR Pack”,
 “Unlimited Data MAX Plan 5G/4G TV Pack”,
 “Unlimited Data MAX Plan 5G/4G Netflix Pack (P)”,
 “Unlimited Data MAX Plan 5G/4G DAZN Pack”,
 “Unlimited Data MAX Plan 5G with Amazon Prime”,
 “Unlimited Data MAX Plan 5G/4G” or
 “Smartphone Mini Plan 5G/4G”

＜No longer available＞
“Adjust Plan 5G/4G LTE”, “Adjust Plan 5G (s)/4G LTE (s)”,
“Data MAX Plan 5G ALL STAR Pack”, “Data MAX Plan 5G/4G LTE TV Pack”,
“Data MAX Plan 5G/4G LTE Netflix Pack (P)”, “Data MAX Plan 5G/4G LTE Netflix Pack”,
“Data MAX Plan 5G with Amazon Prime” or “Data MAX Plan 5G/4G LTE”

 1,480 yen/month: If you are using “Keitai Kakeho Plan”
 ※Also applies to other fee plans and Flat-rate Data services. To learn more, please visit the au website.

■ Call charges ...au International Calling Service charges from Japan beginning with 010★2 to specific 
countries and regions will be as follows. 

※For the latest information, please visit the au website.

※Information here is current as of February 2023.


